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Groovy for Domain-Specific LanguagesPackt Publishing, 2010

	You may already be aware that the Java virtual machine runs on everything from the largest mainframe to the smallest microchip and supports almost every conceivable application. What you may not realize is that to develop software in some of these scenarios requires a targeted, single purpose language, a Domain Specific Language. The popular...
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Photoshop Elements 9 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Photoshop Elements has evolved over several generations to become a sophisticated photo editor. What was once a low-end, consumer-grade product is now a tool for novice photo editors, amateur photographers, and professionals alike.


	Elements shines on its own turf and is distinguished from Adobe Photoshop in many ways. Not only a...
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The New Rules of Marketing and PR: How to Use Social Media, Blogs, News Releases, Online Video, and Viral Marketing to Reach Buyers DirectlyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A completely revised and updated edition of the BusinessWeek bestseller on effective, modern marketing and PR best practices, The New Rules of Marketing and PR shows you how to leverage the potential that Web-based communication offers your business. Finally, you can speak directly to customers and buyers, establishing a...
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iPod touch For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	This is the part in which I’m supposed to introduce the iPod touch and tell you why I wrote this book, but frankly, I’m so blown away by the iPod touch and all it can do that all I want to do is get you started with it.


	Yes, I have a history with iPods: I wrote iPod & iTunes For Dummies, which I recommend for...
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The Digital Party: Political Organisation and Online Democracy (Digital Barricades)Pluto Press, 2019

	
		From the Pirate Parties in Northern Europe to Podemos in Spain and the 5-Star Movement in Italy, from the movements behind Bernie Sanders in the United States and Jeremy Corbyn in the United Kingdom, to Jean-Luc Melenchon's presidential bid in France, the last decade has witnessed the rise of a new blueprint for political...
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iPhone Location Aware Apps by Example: Beginners GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	iPhone Location Aware Apps Beginner's Guide is probably the first book from any technical publisher that teaches you to build real world applications (five of them). That's a bold step from PacktPub - by undertaking more lively practical examples, rather than 400 pages of text! The book lays emphasis on location services, due to the...
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Google App Engine Java and GWT Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	Google Application Engine is a cloud computing technology that lets you run web applications that are easy to build and maintain as well as being scaled and load-balanced automatically. To build interesting and interactive web applications developers are turning to Java. However, building and deploying scalable web applications using Google...
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iOS eCommerce App Development with ParseApress, 2015

	iOS eCommerce App Development with Parse uses a real-world app example to teach you how to build a complete eCommerce iPhone app powered by Parse - the most popular and powerful Platform As A Service (BaaS) provider.


	In this comprehensive guide you will learn every step: collecting requirements, architecting the app,...
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Fundamentals of Web DevelopmentPearson Education, 2014

	Fundamentals of Web Development  covers the broad range of topics required for modern web development (both client- and server-side) and is appropriate for students who have taken a CS1 course sequence.




	The book guides students through the creation of enterprise-quality...
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Coders: Who They Are, What They Think and How They Are Changing Our WorldPrentice Hall, 2019

	
		Facebook’s algorithms shaping the news. Uber’s cars flocking the streets. Revolution on Twitter and romance on Tinder. We live in a world constructed of computer code. Coders – software programmers – are the people who built it for us. And yet their worlds and minds are little known to outsiders.

	...
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Excel 2013: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2013

	
		The world’s most popular spreadsheet program is now more powerful than ever, but it’s also more complex. That’s where this Missing Manual comes in. With crystal-clear explanations and hands-on examples, Excel 2013: The Missing Manual shows you how to master Excel so you can easily track, analyze, and chart your...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2010: Customizing My Site: Harness the Power of Social Computing in Microsoft SharePoint! (Business Skills)Microsoft Press, 2011

	
		Customize your implementation of My Site in Microsoft® SharePoint® 2010—and capture the enthusiasm for social networking in your organization. With this concise, practical guide, SharePoint expert Michael Doyle shows you how to modify key My Site features to meet specific business needs. You’ll learn how to apply...
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